
Smart Tourism Solutions



Who we are

Fooyo is a Singapore based smart tourism solution technology company, primarily 
focusing on user experience enhancements of digital products, development of data 
platforms, and big data analysis and visualisation.

Initiated by four alumni from National University of Singapore(NUS) in 2014, Fooyo has 
been constantly making great breakthroughs in the smart digital solution field. Guided by 
“user-centric design” and “data-driven technology” product mindsets, Fooyo has worked 
out competitive digital products with partners in MNCs and SMEs.

The Fooyo travel product is aimed to provide enhanced visiting experiences for tourists 
and efficient operations for tourism attractions. It’s been adopted by Sentosa, the leading 
tourism destination in Singapore and Chongqing City tourism bureau.
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Past：I look for services.
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Fooyo Travel Core Features

Context-based 
Digital Services

Smart 
Assistant

Fooyo Travel Assistant Screenshot

Based on visitors current contexts, the Smart Assistant 

should provide corresponding digital services smartly, to 

improve travel efficiency and enhance travel experiences.



We focus on the guests’ experience enhancements, primarily on the onsite 
experiences.

What we do
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Products

Fooyo Smart Itinerary Planner

Personalised itinerary creation based on user profiling, 
interests, time and budget.

Can be easily integrated. Available in the form of iOS SDK/
Android SDK, Web API and WeChat mini programs.

Customisable in UI/UX and Datasources.

Use cases:

1. Attractions/Resorts(MySentosa)
2. Districts/Cities(AI Chongqing)

Screenshot from the MySentosa app



Products

Fooyo Dynamic Suggestion System

Provide dynamic suggestions based on the created 
itinerary and the real-time information.

Example scenarios: It suddenly rains, queue too long, 
attraction closed soon, etc.

1st in the market, available in iOS/Android SDK.

Use cases:

1. Attractions/Resorts(MySentosa)
2. Districts/Cities(AI Chongqing)



Products

Smart Navigation(WayFinding Solution)

• GPS-based Navigation Solution
• Based on existing map engines(Google Map/Amap/

Tencent Map)
• Based on Open-sourced map and our own 

navigation algorithms.
• AR Navigation(New innovation)
• Beacon based Navigation Solution
• QR-code based Navigation Solution.

Use cases:

1. Outdoor Attractions(Resorts/Zoos/
Amusement Parks)

2. Museums/Arts Galleries
3. Offices/Carparks(JLL/JTC)



Products

Fooyo AI Travel Assistant

A smart travel assistant which can assist guests 
requirements based on their needs. 

• Various scenarios(finding nearby restrooms, 
suggesting attractions, etc).

• Multi language support.
• Customised scenarios.

Available in the form of Web API. 
IOS/Android SDK can be provided upon requests.
WeChat mini app/Facebook bot is possible to be 
customised upon requests.

Use cases:

City/Attractions/Hotels/etc.



Products

Crowd analysis and visualisation solution

This is a customised solution for visitor traffic monitoring 
and visualisation. 

The solution needs to integrate with existing data 
sources and do visualisation. 

Available in multi-platforms such as phones and large 
screens.

Use cases:

Popular attractions



Products

Attraction Ecommerce Platform
Use cases:

Attractions/Shopping Malls/Retailers/
F&B Merchants

This is an e-commerce platform for attraction owners/
shopping mall owners. It supports various travel product 
sales, including souvenirs, show tickets, food vouchers.
The module also comes with operational campaigns and 
a B2B platform for merchants to update their products/
stocks.

It’s available in multi-platforms including WeChat mini 
program. It can be integrated with existing apps.



Products

Customer Engagement Campaigns

We also provide various game campaign mechanisms 
for customer engagements. They can be integrated with 
existing coupon systems and promote sales.

Examples:

Use cases:

1. Holiday campaigns
2. F&B/Retailers

Ang Bao Game F&B Engagement Campaign Lucky Spin Game



Case 01: MySentosa

On Jan 2018, Sentosa Development Corporation has launched the smart 
tourism solution which includes:

“My Sentosa” iOS, Android smart apps 

The tourists’ experiences have been greatly enhanced (average score of 
4.7/5), the operation efficiency has been improved as well. 

Partners：



Case
02

Smart Monitoring——Chongqing Hongyadong

The smart monitoring system has been adopted by Hongyadong, 
one of the most popular attractions in China. It is intended to help 
city operators to track real-time human traffic information and 
queue information. It provides real-time video surveillances and 
alerts  to city governors and attraction operators.

Realtime human traffic alert: 1,220 times

Realtime human traffic peak: 11,000 pax

Visit traffic monitoring Security Alert



AI Chongqing

City smart tourism

Case 03

“AI Chongqing” is a city level smart tourism application 
which is intended to serve a large number of visitors 
using AI technologies.

It integrates various AI products, AI Chatbot, AI Audio 
Guide and AI Recommendations.  It now covers                  
“A” level attractions in Chongqing. 158



Online Reservation - Hongyan Lianxian

Since its launch in Dec 2018, it has served

Case 04

Online reservation Security alert

Travel Agencies of

Total Reservation of 

112
117,453 pax



Besides attractions, we are also exploring important scenarios such as hotels and tours.

Other ongoing scenarios

TaxiTour 
Agencies/

Guides

AirportsHotels F&Bs City/DistrictsAttractions





Email: hi@fooyo.sg

Looking forward to working with you!


